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Object
This document drives to align the CAD model with the real part on the machine.
It can also be done offline, in the moment when the orientation of the part is known.
For simplicity we start from the simplest case where a new project is being created and we use a real part as
sample: a scroll
1. Create New Project

2. Import the CAD Model:

At this moment the primary reference we call MCS (Machine Coordinate System) is coincident with the
Model reference. You can see this because:
• Activating the Model reference by clicking on the first button on the right vertical toolbar
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Giving to the part the real orientation you want to have on the machine, you see the model
reference has the Z axis facing down.
•

Show the MCS or highlight it by moving the mouse over the MCS element

you see the same reference

Alignment
Because the part must be measured in the position shown in the CAD graphics, it will be located on the machine
following this orientation. But the machine reference has Z facing upwards.
1. If we are on the machine, we can directly use the automatic procedure to create the transformation
between CAD and CMM based on bestfit, “CADAlign_Bestfit 3D”, by following the wizard:

or, as an alternative, we create exactly the CAD model reference manually on the real part. Then we
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select the resulting reference as transformation between CAD and CMM, using the option “CADAlign
selecting reference system”:

This way, we do not operate on the Model reference, but create the relationship between the two worlds:
the CAD and the CMM.
After this simple phase we can start to measure on the machine, or, having saved this operation, continue to
work on emulation mode, without the machine.
2. If we are not on the machine, it means that we cannot do measurements on the real part to know where is
it. Thus we cannot create the relationship between these two worlds.
However we would like to have the possibility of creating our program by taking advantage of the possibility
of seeing the tools and therefore facilitating the programming also when the machine is not available, at
office desk.
The study of any project includes the definition of the cluster that we will use on the machine
Thus, we can define the head and all the tools by setting the nominal offsets and tip radius and forcing the
calibration (even if did no real calibration on the machine)
At this point we would like to be able to see in CAD the cluster and the part in a correct relationship between
them.
To do this, out of the machine, the only way is moving the reference of the CAD model . So we introduced a
simple procedure:
•
•

Starting from MCS (that is coincident with the CAD model reference), by one or more steps, create the
reference that matches the real CMM axes orientation.
Apply this transformation to the model.

Going back to our sample, starting from MCS we create a reference by rotating 180° around X axis:
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This could be enough because in this case X and Y of “Rotation1” already match the machine reference.
Now we have to think if we like this position of reference to start or we prefer to move it on top of the piece.
Just as exercise, let us suppose this is the case and let us go ahead and move it to the top face.
We know the nominal offset of this face from the drawing or we can get it by taking a point on the model,
and make a Z origin on it:
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Finally, we apply this transformation to the model by choosing the option and select Origin1
Save the project.
Actually, the CAD alignment program and its few elements have no more any meaning or purpose after the
transformation has been applied, so there is no need to save it.
Remember the scope of this action is to find the transformation that rotates-offsets the CAD reference in
such a way that the CAD references is in the same orientation as in the machine and in a convenient place of
the part.
This is a preliminary activity to the actual programming if you wish to have a realistic orientation of the part,
consistent with probe and fixture orientation.
For this reason, it is actually a one-shot activity.
This transformation is then stored in the project and is applied to the CAD before any other program action.
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Create the Inspection Program Offline
Being the model correctly oriented, we can create the inspection program starting with this alignment.
To better way to proceed is starting a new program in the same project.

In the new program add with Drag&Drop the PCS reference you can find in the ListView of the project elements:

Very important:
PCS (Part Coordinate System) is a default link reference and linked to MCS.
- Select PCS as current Reference:

- Assign as transformation between CMM and the CAD model.
It will appear on the top Toolbar:
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Note:
PCS has been created to be assigned as transformation between CMM and the CAD model. Actually it is not
due to use it, you can create your own link reference with different name but with this purpose.
We will refer here to PCS with this meaning
ATTENTION!
The transformation action cannot be repeated because that transformation cannot be nulled.
If for any reason you need to redo the procedure, you have to delete the model, reset the transformation
between CMM and CAD model, if it has been already done (i.e. assign it to MCS - choose MCS as current
reference) and re-import again.
- Go ahead to create your program starting from PCS.
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Move the Inspection Program on the real machine
When the program is finished you can move it on the machine computer and go on to physically connect the
part to the model.
When opening the project on the machine you have to do an alignment on the part to reach your theoretical start
reference, and reassign PCS to it:
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Now, when you resume your Inspection program that is starting from PCS, everything will operate on the real part.
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